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Editorial 
This missive was started some time ago and the final draft is 
considerably different from the original intention, the reason being a not 
so funny thing happened on the way to publication. I refer of course to 
the coronavirus and the resultant quarantines and lockdowns. Although I 
was able to undertake some ‘field research’ prior to the lockdowns this 
edition of the newsletter (appropriately?) is a ‘home game’ featuring the 
Highway Model Railway Club (HMRC) (again). 
But first in these dark times I think we are entitled to some levity. The 
following is an excerpt from an e-mail received from a 16mm mostly live 
steam modular group in the UK to which I belong. 
“Stuck in the house.... 
All railways closed 
The Show cancelled.. 
Brr Humbug 
 
BUT  
 
On the brighter side...  
With being “stuck in the Hoose” WE now have time for all those projects 
and stuff don’t we... 

mailto:northstarrailway@gmail.com
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We do have time now so lets use it to:- 
1              Get that stuff at the back of the drawer out  
2              Part started stuff can be finished  
3              Still in the box kit’s come out and are done 
4              Maintenance on all your locos and rolling stock 
5              That final bit of painting to finish A B C D ...... that will give you 
the completion of the job smile. 
6              Sort the couplings so they are all the same. 
7              Distil more water then use it in locos 
8              Run in the garden (fresh air) and running after trains is 
exercise .....mmmmm 
9              Do the annual pressure test on your locos. 
10           Spring clean the work shop, rolling stock, buildings, and........... 
11           Make an inventory railway, tools, books. 
12           Brew tea  
                                every hour  
                                on the hour  
                                for an hour....... 
13           Plan the next dream for your railway 
14           Support any on line shop for the parts you need. They will be 
suffering too. 
15           TALK on the phone to the gang 
16           email friends  
17           Write an article for 16mm Today 
18           Start that new module (you have time to get it done for 
November) Sorry Dan! your CAD may need to alter, add, change, 
manipulate, be artistic or just hide your head....  
19           Finish the one you have and make it better!!! 
Oh Yes 
“That!”  job the domestic authorities have been (need I say Nagging) 
asking to be done.  This will get plus’s points which can’t be bad... we 
ALL need these points. 
Sit watch your trains running in your garden. You may be alone but if 
you send a picture we all can see railways go on. 
As a 16mmer said to me a day or so ago “I’m off to B&Q (other DIY 
stores are available) to get the DIY stuff and then do my on line orders 
for railway stuff” 
Will I do all this??????  Not a chance but if i get one or four I’ll smile and 
feel life is not all bad. 
It is a list anyone can, I hope, use to get some of them done.  
 
Every cloud.....” 
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Highway Model Railway Club – an update 
For over 3 years, members of the Club, the result of the merger of 
Durban Modular Railroaders and Roving Rails, have been working on 
Saturday afternoons to reconstruct and join the modules of the two clubs 
to make a permanent layout. Of course there would have been an 
entirely different result had the members elected to start afresh but time 
constraints simply did not permit this.  
An interesting stage has now been reached. Phase 1 of the existing 
layout is complete from an operational and scenery perspective, the 
latter thanks to the single-handed efforts of Danie Joubert, (compare the 
latest photos of the layout with those which appeared in NSC Volume 5 
no 3, Volume 6 no 3, and Volume 6 no 8.) 
If I think back to my childhood model railway operations, in theory we 
should soon have become bored with the continual tail chasing but this 
was not the case for two reasons: our operations comprised two main 
activities, firstly seeing how fast the locos would go around corners 
before flying off the rails and secondly staging ‘Lewishams’. This south 
London town was the scene of a horrific train accident in 1957 when in 
dense fog a steam train ploughed into the back of a stationary electric 
loco. 90 people lost their lives in the collision. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewisham_rail_crash. In an extraordinary 
coincidence the 1957 accident occurred exactly 100 years after an 
accident in 1857 when 11 people were killed at the same station.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1857_Lewisham_rail_crash 
It is a tribute to the robustness of the Hornby Dublo (diecast) locos we 
operated in the early sixties that they are still running today! 
Highway Model Railway Club Layout (phase 1) 
Stripping out the frills, the existing configuration comprises two central 
yards terminating in a ‘dead end’ surrounded by a continuous loop, such 
loop being accessible in either an easterly or westerly direction from the 
yards in the middle. The original intention of this article was to describe 
operations on the layout but this would be difficult because as yet there 
have not been any! For various reasons, to date we have been running 
rather than operating trains so the remainder of this article will 
concentrate on theory rather than practice.  
There are several different ways of operating model railways. The afore 
mentioned tail chasing is one. John Allen, perhaps the godfather of 
railway modelling, used to run operating sessions in his basement layout 
in Monterey California. Amongst the many innovations John introduced 
to the hobby is the famous Timesaver (refer NSC Volumes 1 no 4 and 4 
no 9). The operating system to be used by the HMRC is broadly similar 
to the practice on the Monterey layout. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lewisham_rail_crash
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Planned Operating System for the HMRC layout 
Although the HMRC layout is HO and the operating system based on 
that used by DMR for over 20 years, the same principles can be used in 
any scale. 
The ‘bible’ on the subject of operating a model railroad is Bruce Chubb’s 
book “How to operate your model railroad”. The same principles are 
being replicated on the HMRC layout so let’s have a look at the various 
components. 
Stations/yards naming and identification 
Currently there are 6 stations/yards on the layout: 

• Grahamstown 

• Pietersville 

• Port Owen 

• Freetown 
These are located on the outer continuous twin track loop 

• McGlone Junction 

• Shirley 
The two yards concerned run down the middle of the continuous loop 
and currently terminate in a dead end. These yards can be accessed 
from either an easterly or westerly direction. 
Siding/spur identification 
Each siding/spur is numbered and identified on the control panels and 
on the layout itself via uncoupling magnets. 
Industries identification 
Each industry on the layout is named. 
Rolling stock identification, associated car card and siding/industry  
home allocation 
Each car/wagon is identified (after being tested for weight, coupler 
height – we use KDs throughout) and free rolling ability. The description 
of the car is written on the front of car card. It is then numbered and 
allocated to a home industry with a sticker on the top of the wagon in the 
colour reflecting that of the station/yard concerned. An identical 
numbered sticker is placed on the front of the car card of the piece of 
rolling stock which contains the details of the car. On the reverse of the 
car card is the ‘home’ location  - i.e. “When empty return to …..”This car 
card is then placed in a plastic pocket. Refer photo below. 
Weighbills  
These represent the freight to be transported in the car concerned. 
There can be a variety of different loads and destinations on different 
weighbills emanating from the same industry e.g. dry ice from the 
industry so named to brewing and food industries. The weighbill is 
inserted in another pocket of the plastic folder containing the car card. 
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Thus a pocket with the weighbill inserted represents a loaded car and 
one without a weighbill is an empty car. It is up to the yard operator to 
make up the train depending on its destination. He does this by drawing 
a weighbill from a stack thereof and finding a suitable empty car in his 
yard to transport the freight concerned. 

 
The basic elements of the Operating System 
Car cards top left, weighbills adjacent, jubilee clip to which car 
cards are attached to represent the train and its number – this 
accompanies train to its destination, DMR timetable on right, cars 
with numbered stickers on top in middle and rack for stacking 
weighbills and car cards below.   
When the train arrives at its destination, the car is spotted at the industry 
concerned and the weighbill removed from the car card pocket. 
Timetable and fast time 
That destination or list of destinations is set out in the timetable of which 
based on past experience there will certainly be more than one. The 
timetable tends to be a work in progress. However for purposes of this 
article let’s assume we have such a document which sets out train 
numbers, destinations and times. 
The majority of trains will be pedlar freights although block trains and 
passenger trains will also feature. A fast clock will simulate a12 hour 
operating cycle in 2 hours actual time. 
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Dispatcher yard and mainline drivers 
In DMR days, the dispatcher controlled train movements. The yard 
operator made up (or spotted the cars once they were off the mainline) 
his train in the yard and on the instructions of the dispatcher moved it on 
to the mainline where drivers drove it to the next destination. The same 
procedure will probably be followed by HMRC although DMR was ‘block 
wired’ whereas the HMRC is DCC operated. In the former once a train 
had moved on to a particular module it could be electrically isolated from 
the rest of the layout by moving switches to ‘local’. Although early days, I 
suspect a mainline driver will be responsible for dropping off/collecting 
cars at each yard at the HMRC layout. 

 
Overview of layout from the terminus at Shirley (east end) Mcglone 
Junction is the continuation of Shirley. Grahamstown on left facing 
you as you enter the room. Pietersville beyond Grahamstown. 
The plan for phase 2 is to remove the MPD and turntable (a small 
section visible in the photo above at bottom right) and start turning the 
lines 90 degrees to the right at the bridge. This will enable a loop to be 
built in the space to the right of the existing layout which will prolong the 
length of the run and enable locos to be turned.  
Phase 3 will comprise a MPD incorporating a bigger turntable to the left 
of the current dead end. All this can be achieved at minimal expense as 
the materials to construct the extensions and lay track are nearly all on 
hand. In addition, importantly given the age of the HMRC members, the 
extensions can be achieved without the necessity for duck unders. 
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View of the far side of the layout taken from the west end 
Thanks to Danie, there are some scenic gems on the layout (e.g. Sally’s 
Homestead – it’s a long story) which hopefully those who can, will visit at 
some stage but the emphasis in this article is operations so the following 
photos are designed to exhibit the industries/sidings on the layout which 
will facilitate collections and deliveries of freight. 

 
Busy harbour scene at Port Owen  
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Coal mine/power station at Pietersville 

 
Cement factory and various industries at Pietersville 
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Dry Ice supplier at Grahamstown – one of the few bought kits since 
the formation of HMRC. The rest pulled out of storage. 

 
Hardly Abel Manufacturing also at Grahamstown 
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Shell Refinery at Mcglone Junction 

 
Cattle car siding at Mcglone Junction with Shirley yard in 
background. Note white stickers on top of uncoupling magnets 
there for temporary identification. 
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Part of Freetown yard – track configuration based on John Allen 
Timesaver module. 

 
Freetown spurs extended to join up with Port Owen. Suzie’s diner 
in front (another long story) 
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Port Owen depot 
Lockdown reading 
During these difficult (restrained) times, boredom is likely to be an issue. 
To relieve that, remember the free online model railway magazines – US 
- Model Railroad Hobbyist– www.mrhmag.com, The O Scale Resource -  
http://oscaleresource.com/WP/ and back issues only, O Scale Magazine 
http://oscalemag.com/wordpress/covers-contents-1-59/.  UK - Model 
Railway Express - www.mre-mag.com and Lineside Look - 
https://www.lynxmodels.net/lineside-look.html.  
In memoriam  
Two prominent members of the local model railway community died last 
week in the form of Johan Leeflang and Owen Storbeck.  
Johan was a photographer, who if memory serves me well was at one 
stage in the South African Air Force. He battled cancer for several years, 
battled being the operative word. Despite his illness, Johan continued to 
take photographs and had a couple of articles published in Continental 
Modeller, the last one featuring the Outeniqua Railway Society (of which 
he was a member) layout in the George Museum.  
Own Storbeck was a staunch supporter of DMR in its last few active 
years. He built a fine SAR themed layout which I was fortunate to 
photograph prior to it being dismantled. He then switched to N gauge. 
Owen built many of the SAR HO models marketed by Mike Deyzel. 
Our thoughts are with those they leave behind. 
The end 
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